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The food you serve at your wedding reception is important. The food
bar ideas for wedding reception listed here will sure to enhance your
big day.
(Newswire.net -- April 19, 2019) -- Over the past few years, food bars have
become all the rage in the event industry. If you’ve attended a wedding
Food Bar Ideas For Wedding Reception recently, the chances are there was a food bar, snack buffet or dessert
table. A food bar will not only keep your guests satisfied throughout the
ceremony, but they’re also infinitely customizable. Here are a few food bar ideas for wedding reception to consider.

Food Bar Ideas For Wedding Reception
Popcorn Station
Setting up a popcorn station is probably the easiest and cheapest thing to set up. They’re popular at wedding
receptions because popcorns are light sacks that are easy to eat on the go. Set up a popcorn station and your guests
can be served at any time of the day.
Candy and Sweet Bars Buffet
For this type of buffet, you can choose anything from fudge and marshmallows to rock candy and chocolate. Simply
invest in pretty vessels where your guests can place the treats and provide handy bags for people to enjoy them to
their heart's’ content.
Donut Walls and Stations
Let’s face it; it’s hard to meet anyone who doesn’t love donuts. These fantastic and sweet treats are sure to put a smile
on all your guests’ faces. Feel free to mix and match flavors, sizes, and shapes, and give your guests the freedom to
choose their own fun sprinkles and delicious glazes. If you’re not up to the task of making the donuts on your own,
consider buying them from a popular bakery with a great reputation.
Pie Station and Pie Bar
Perfect for winter and autumn weddings, pie bars are a great way to provide snacks your guests will enjoy at the
reception. You can serve pie pops for them to have on the go, serve a selection of mini pies or serve slices from larger
pies.
Cookie Bar
A warm chocolate cookie will almost always win anyone’s heart, but you don’t have to be limited to chocolate chip. You
can also include as many types of cookies as you wish. Consider including a selection of flavored milk as well.
Burger Bar
Burger bars make an excellent choice. However, it’s advisable to have a chef on hand to cook them, so they’re fresh
and ready to eat. This type of food bar is perfect for a casual wedding where guests can pile up on toppings of their
choice. Of course, be sure to have the usual toppings: lettuce, pickles, tomato, and ketchup, at the very least.
Ice Cream Bar
An ice cream bar takes your food bar to a whole new level. You can include the basics like vanilla and chocolate or
gourmet ice cream, a grand selection of toppings and a variety of cones. Consider providing a basket of cookies so

guests can make their own ice-cream sandwiches. This especially a good idea for a summer wedding.
Food bars are just more exciting than traditional buffets, for example. Looking for food bar ideas for wedding reception,
think burgers, ice cream or even apple cinnamon pancakes. Now, your guests and make your big day memorable with
a themed food bar.
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